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Recently, more and more users would like to collect and provide information about news topics in Twitter, 

which is one of the most popular microblogging services. Virtual communities defined by hashtags in 

Twitter are created for exchanging information about the news topic. Finding influential Twitter users in 

these communities related to a news topic would help us understand why some opinions are popular, and 

get valuable and reliable information for the news topic. In this paper, we propose a new approach to 

detect news-topic-related user communities defined by hashtags based on characteristic co-occurrence 

word detection. We also propose RetweetRank and MentionRank to find two types of influential Twitter 

users from these news-topic-related communities based on user’s retweet and mention activities. 

Experimental results show that our characteristic co-occurrence word detection methods could detect 

words which are highly relevant to the news topic. RetweetRank could find influential Twitter users whose 

tweets about the news topic are valuable and more likely to interest others. MentionRank could find 

influential Twitter users who have high authority on the news topic. Our methods also outperform other 

related methods in evaluations. 

Key words: Social Network Analysis, Twitter, hashtag, PageRank, characteristic co-

occurrence word  
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1 Introduction  

Microblogging [20] is a new way for users to collect and provide information on the Web. One of the 

most famous microblogging services is Twitter, which attracts more than 200 million active users 

creating over 400 million messages, called tweets, everyday [5]. Most of these tweets often concern 

topics of headline news or persistent news [14], making Twitter an important data source for news. 

Functions provided by Twitter help users easily share news with each other. A user could follow 

other users who have the same interest. He can repost interesting tweets, called retweet, when he 

would like to share them with his followers. Mention and reply
a
, prefixing user name with @ symbol, 

are used for purposes such as direct communication with others, or referring to users who are relevant. 

Hashtags (the # symbol prefixed to a short character string) are widely used by users to categorize and 

joint tweets together for a certain topic. Virtual user communities defined by hashtags in tweets are 

                                                 
a
 “Reply” is taken as a special case of “mention”. We refer to both of them as “mention” in this paper. 
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formed to exchange information with others in these communities [10] [32]. We refer to a group of 

users who use the same hashtag in their tweets as “hashtag community”, and these users are members 

of the hashtag community. 

Although Twitter is a good platform to share news, a recent survey conducted on ordinary users 

reveals that 92% of users choose to go directly to news websites and 85% of users would do a specific 

keyword search for their interested news topics. Getting news from social media like Twitter is 

supplemental for news consumption [29]. However, it is difficult for a user to find those supplemental 

contents for their interested news topics. Suppose, for example, a user who is interested in U.S. 

presidential election sends a query “Obama” to a news search engine to get news articles containing 

the query word. However, it is difficult for him to get tweets related to this news topic by sending the 

same query to Twitter. That’s because the tweet has the length limitation of 140 characters. Tweets 

related to this news topic do not necessarily contain the query word. Another option is to get tweets by 

following others. However, it is still difficult to find users worth following for the news topic. Tweets 

posted by some users about the news topic are valuable and more likely to interest other users while 

tweets posted by others, even related to the news topic, are unattractive and more likely to be ignored. 

Following those users whose tweets are paid close attention to by others would help to get attractive 

contents and understand why some opinions are popular for the news topic. However, measuring the 

value of tweets posted by a Twitter user is a non-trivial task. Also, Twitter users could post tweets 

freely while it is hard to know whether contents of these tweets are reliable or not. Following those 

Twitter users who have high authority on the news topic (e.g. a political journalist reporting the 

presidential election) would help us get more reliable information. However, for ordinary users, 

especially those users who are novices for the news topic, professionals of the news topic might be 

unknown to them. 

The purpose of our research is to help ordinary users find influential Twitter users worth following 

for a news topic after they search for the news topic by a keyword (we refer to the keyword as target 

word in this paper). Two new methods are proposed to find two types of influential Twitter users for 

the news topic in which ordinary users are interested. One type of influential Twitter user often posts 

tweets containing valuable information for the news topic. Their tweets are more likely to interest 

others (e.g. get retweeted). We refer to this type of Twitter user as content-based influential Twitter 

user. Following this type of Twitter user could get tweets which are very attractive and help us 

understand why some opinions for the news topic are popular. The other type of influential Twitter 

user has high authority on the news topic so that other Twitter users would be more likely to 

communicate (e.g. mention) with him. We refer to this type of Twitter user as authority-based 

influential Twitter user. Following this type of Twitter user could get tweets which are reliable because 

these users have high authority on the news topic. For the news topic of U.S. presidential election, one 

good example of content-based influential Twitter user is “@PatDollard”, a famous filmmaker in the 

U.S. who often shares his opinions about the election and attracts many others, especially Republican 

supporters. One good example of authority-based influential Twitter user is “@andersoncooper”, the 

Twitter account of a famous American journalist. His tweets for the presidential election are reliable 

due to his special social position. To find these two types of influential Twitter users for a news topic, 

tweets related to the news topic are needed. However, due to the length limitation of tweets, ordinary 

Information Retrieval methods are no longer effective in collecting tweets related to the news topic. In 

this paper, we collect tweets related to the news topic by detecting hashtags which are relevant to the 
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Figure 1 System structure 

news topic. A hashtag which is often used to share contents about the news topic are considered to be 

relevant to the news topic. We refer to this hashtag as a news-topic-related hashtag, and the hashtag 

community defined by this hashtag as news-topic-related hashtag community. Tweets containing 

news-topic-related hashtags are taken as tweets related to the news topic. Two types of influential 

Twitter users could be found from users who posted these tweets. 

The whole system structure of our approach is shown in Figure 1. We first collect news articles 

and tweets related to news published in a certain period of time (for example: one day) concurrently. 

Then news articles are clustered into topics. Tweets containing the same hashtag are grouped together. 

After a user provides the target word for searching, news topics related to the target word are selected. 

For each of these news topics, news-topic-related hashtags are detected based on two newly proposed 

characteristic co-occurrence word detection methods. For users in hashtag communities defined by 

these news-topic-related hashtags, two user activity graphs are created. One is retweet graph created 

based on user’s retweet activities. The other is mention graph created based on user’s mention 

activities. Content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users could be found from these two 

user activity graphs by using newly proposed RetweetRank and MentionRank methods. 

Contributions of this paper are two-fold. One contribution is that we propose two new methods to 

detect characteristic co-occurrence words with the target word/hashtags from news articles/tweets. 

They are basic components for detecting news-topic-related hashtag communities. Characteristic co-

occurrence words are words which provide important information for news topics and hashtags. Our 

methods are not only query-and-topic dependent to detect/weight words in news articles, but also 

effective in detecting/weighting words in tweets. The other contribution is that, since a user retweets a 

tweet of others because he is interested in tweet contents and he mentions other users because 

mentioned users are relevant to the topic he is talking about [6], we treat user’s retweet and mention 

activities differently and propose RetweetRank and MentionRank to find content-based and authority-

based influential Twitter users from news-topic-related hashtag communities. Experimental results 

show that our methods to detect characteristic co-occurrence words outperform other methods using 

TF-IDF, Jaccard coefficient and Log Likelihood Ratio. To find content-based and authority-based 

influential Twitter users in news-topic-related hashtag communities, RetweetRank and MentionRank 

outperform other methods using tweet number, in-degree, and PageRank. 
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Although our study focuses on members of hashtag communities in this research, we believe that 

influential Twitter users found by our methods are quite helpful. After invented in 2007, hashtags 

become more and more widely used in Twitter to form conversations about a topic among Twitter 

users globally without following each other. Other conversations formed by functions like reply are 

restricted by follow relations. A user is less likely to reply to other users who are not followed by him 

because their tweets will not appear in his Twitter timeline. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3, 

we describe our approach to detect news-topic-related hashtag communities based on characteristic co-

occurrence word detection. RetweetRank and MentionRank are proposed in Section 4 to find content-

based and authority-based influential Twitter users from hashtag communities detected in Section 3. 

Experimental results and evaluations are described in Section 5. Finally, we make the conclusion with 

directions for future research in Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

Our research presented here relates to two research fields about social networking services. One is 

hashtag retrieval/recommendation, and the other is finding influential Twitter users. 

2.1  Hashtag Retrieval/Recommendation 

Hashtag retrieval/recommendation has been studied recently. Lehmann et al. [17] classified hashtags in 

four classes based on their activity profiles over time. However, our purpose is to detect the relevance 

between hashtags and a news topic based on the content they relate to. Popularity variation of hashtag 

in its activity profile could not reflect this relevance. Weng et al. [27] proposed methods to model the 

interestingness of hashtags by studying how hashtags are used within and across communities, but they 

do not correlate hashtags with user’s interested topics. Efron [7] proposed a new approach to retrieve 

relevant hashtags after a keyword is given. However, one keyword may relate to more than one topic. 

All hashtags related to different topics might be mixed together. Zangerle et al. [34] recommended 

hashtags for a newly input tweet by calculating similarity between the new tweet and old tweets based 

on TF-IDF. Hashtags which are frequently used in old tweets being similar to the new one get 

recommended. Mazzia and Juett [19] also proposed use of Bayesian model to recommend hashtags 

based on newly input tweet. Kywe et al. [15] considered not only newly input tweet, but also 

similarities between users to recommend hashtags. Experimental results showed that their method 

yields better performance than other methods only considering tweet contents. Although these 

researches seem to be reasonable, there are still some problems. Firstly, similarities between tweets in 

researches above simply rely on common words in tweets. However, due to the length limitation, two 

tweets may refer to the same topic while both of them have no common word. Secondly, TF-IDF is no 

longer a good choice for short text [26] like tweets. Due to the huge number of tweets, the IDF part 

would dominate the final score, assigning too large a score to the word which appears scarcely (e.g. 

misspelling). Lastly, purposes of researches above are different from ours. They try to recommend 

hashtags for a newly input tweet. However, our purpose is to detect hashtags which are relevant to a 

news topic searched by the target word. 
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2.2  Finding Influential Twitter Users 

Finding influential users in social networking services has been focused by researchers recently. Many 

methods have been proposed for measuring user’s influence in Twitter. These methods could be 

mainly classified into two classes based on user’s relation type. 

One class of these methods measures user’s influence based on user’s follow relation. The most 

intuitive way to measure a user’s influence is to count the number of followers the user has. It is based 

on the assumption that more followers a user has, more impact he could make on other users. Another 

similar method uses the ratio of the number of user’s followers to the number of users he follows. 

However, follow relation is not a good indicator for user’s influence. A Twitter user could follow a 

large number of other users, wishing them to follow back for courtesy. Moreover, only considering 

follow relation ignores user’s interaction with other users. The user whose tweets are ignored by most 

of his followers has less influence on the others even if many users follow him. 

The other class of method measures user’s influence based on his interactive activities like 

mention, reply, and retweet. Cha et al. [6] analyzed three influence measures based on user’s retweet, 

mention, and follow relations independently. They found that the number of user’s followers reveals 

little about his influence. Retweet represents the value of tweets, and mention represents user’s name 

value. Leavitt et al. [16] defined Twitter user’s influence as the potential of a user’s action to initiate a 

further action by other users. They measured user’s influence by the ratio of attentions he received 

(being mentioned, replied, and retweeted) to the number of tweets he posted. Anger and Kittl [1] 

proposed another influence measure based on the ratio of user’s tweets which are retweeted and the 

ratio of user’s followers retweeting his tweets or mentioning him. Hajian and White [9] proposed 

Influence Rank, a variant of PageRank, to quantify user’s influence in Twitter. The difference between 

Influence Rank and PageRank is the way in which the teleportation vector is defined. The teleportation 

vector in Influence Rank is calculated based on a combination of user’s follow, like, comment, and 

retweet activities. Romero et al. [23] proposed another Influence-Passivity algorithm to measure the 

influence and passivity of Twitter users based on retweet activity. They proposed methods to define 

two transition matrices to measure the amount of influence each user accepts/rejects from others. Then 

HITS algorithm [13] is applied to these two transition matrices to determine the influence of each user 

(hub score in HITS). Although researches presented above seem to be reasonable, an influential 

Twitter user in general might not be influential for a specific news topic. Our methods could find those 

Twitter users who are influential for the news topic in which ordinary users are interested. Also, 

existing researches do not consider different purposes of user activities. They use only one type of 

activity (retweet activity in [23]), or take all activities as the same relation type [1, 9, 16]. We take this 

difference into account and propose methods to find two types of influential Twitter users based on 

retweet and mention activities respectively. 

Finding topic related influential Twitter users has also been explored. Ye and Wu [33], and 

Bigonha et al. [2] found influential Twitter users for a manually selected topic (Michael Jackson’s 

death and soda brands) based on user’s activities like reply, and retweet. However, they ignore the link 

structure among users. A user should be more influential if he is retweeted/mentioned by other 

influential Twitter users rather than users with less influence. Noro et al. [21] proposed a new approach 

to find influential Twitter users related to a query word. However, one query word might correspond to 

multiple topics. Influential Twitter users for different topics might get mixed together. Weng et al. [28] 
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found high follow reciprocity among Singapore Twitter users and proposed TwitterRank method to 

find influential Twitter users for topics based on user’s follow relation. They defined a new transition 

matrix with teleportation vector, taking into account the number of tweets posted and the topical 

similarity between users. However, results from [6] contradict the high follow reciprocity after 

analyzing near-complete data from Twitter. Also, the definition of topic in TwitterRank is different 

from the definition in our methods. The topic from TwitterRank is distilled by Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. Our news topic is defined as a group of news 

articles published in a period of time (for example: one day) reporting about the same recent event in 

the world. Cano et al. [4] also proposed Topic-Entity PageRank to find influential Twitter users for 

both topic and entity. Tweets are categorized into predefined topics by OpenCalais
b
. Then a transition 

matrix is defined for each topic based on retweet activity. PageRank algorithm is applied to this 

transition matrix to find influential Twitter users for the topic. However, topics from Topic-Entity 

PageRank are predefined while our news topics are automatically clustered from news articles. Also, 

an influential Twitter user for one topic from OpenCalais, for example Politics, might not be always 

influential for all political issues in the world. 

In this paper, we are not trying to recommend hashtags to users. Instead, we measure the relevance 

between hashtags and news topics searched by the target word. Hashtags which are highly relevant to 

the news topic are detected. Then content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users for this 

news topic could be found from these hashtag communities based on user’s retweet and mention 

activities. 

3     News-Topic-Related Hashtag Community Detection 

In this section, we will describe how to find hashtag communities being relevant to a news topic 

searched by the target word. After a user provides the target word, news topics related to the target 

word are selected. A news topic is a group of news articles published for a period of time (for example: 

one day) reporting about the same recent event in the world. To detect hashtag communities being 

relevant to a news topic, relevance between the news topic and hashtags should be measured. 

Traditional way to measure the relevance is to calculate the cosine similarity between the news topic 

and the hashtag, which are both represented by vectors under the Vector Space Model [24]. Each 

dimension of the vector corresponds to a separate term in news articles or tweets, and the term weight 

is calculated by the TF-IDF [12]. Although TF-IDF works well in many tasks like the Information 

Retrieval, it is no longer the best choice in our approach. Firstly, TF-IDF is a query-independent 

method. No matter what the target word is, all term weights do not change. Secondly, TF-IDF is a 

topic-independent method. Terms which often appear in news articles of a topic should be weighted 

higher while TF-IDF could not reflect this idea. Lastly, TF-IDF is no longer effective in weighting 

terms in tweets because the length of tweet is extremely short [26]. 

In order to solve these problems, we propose two new methods to detect characteristic co-

occurrence words with the target word/hashtags from news articles/tweets. Characteristic co-

occurrence words are words which provide important information for news topics or hashtags. Our 

methods to detect characteristic co-occurrence words are based on two assumptions: 

                                                 
b
 OpenCalais, http://www.opencalais.com/ 
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(a) Procedure of characteristic co-occurrence word detection      (b) PIOLog method 

Figure 2 Characteristic co-occurrence word detection for news topics 

 Characteristic co-occurrence word w should often co-occur with the target word t /hashtag ht 

in news articles/tweets. We take it as the Inside part. 

 Characteristic co-occurrence word w should not always appear in news articles/tweets without 

the target word t /hashtag ht. We take it as the Outside part. 

Characteristic co-occurrence words detected from news articles of a news topic or from tweets 

containing the same hashtag are selected to create the vector for representing the news topic or hashtag. 

Relevance between the news topic and hashtag could be measured by the cosine similarity. 

3.1  Characteristic Co-occurrence Word Detection for News Topics 

Based on these two assumptions, words often co-occurring with the target word in news articles while 

being less likely to appear in news articles without the target word are taken as characteristic co-

occurrence words. However, one target word may relate to multiple news topics. Characteristic co-

occurrence words detected from different news topics may get mixed together. Also, general words 

which often co-occur with the target word (e.g. “White House” for “Obama”) should be excluded since 

they co-occur with the target word regardless of the news topic. 

To solve these problems, all news articles are clustered into topics. Characteristic co-occurrence 

words could be detected from each news topic related to the target word. The procedure is shown in 

Figure 2 (a). Characteristic co-occurrence words are detected from news topics related to the target 

word respectively without mixing words from different news topics. Additionally, news articles in 

topics other than the topic we focus on are treated as the “Outside part” regardless of existence of the 

target word. This will exclude general words which often co-occur with the target word regardless of 

the news topic if news articles containing the target word are separated into two or more than two news 

topics. 

To reflect our ideas, we propose Probabilistic Inside-Outside Log method (PIOLog) to detect 

characteristic co-occurrence word w with the target word t for a news topic c as follows: 
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where df (w) is the number of news articles containing the word w. df (wtc) is the number of news 

articles containing both w and t in the news topic c. N is the total number of news articles (Figure 2(b)). 

sp is a smoothing parameter ranging from 0 to 1. df(tc) is taken as the Inside part. Words which often 

co-occur with t in news articles of the news topic c would get a large score in Equation 2, reflecting 

our idea of the first assumption. N – df(tc) is taken as the Outside part. Words which are less likely to 

appear in news articles without t or unrelated to c will get a small score in Equation 3, reflecting our 

idea of the second assumption. Words whose PIOLog scores calculated by Equation 1 are large would 

be more likely to be characteristic co-occurrence words with the target word t for the news topic c. 

3.2  Characteristic Co-occurrence Word Detection for Hashtags 

In order to find news-topic-related hashtags, one intuitive way is to retrieve tweets related to a news 

topic and select hashtags which are frequently used in these tweets. However, tweet length is limited 

within 140 characters, which means there is not enough information in a single tweet to decide whether 

the tweet relates to a news topic or not. Also, traditional way to weight terms like TF-IDF is no longer 

effective for short text, which has been pointed out in [26]. 

To solve these problems, we concatenate on tweets containing the same hashtag and a hashtag 

vector is created based on concatenated contents of these tweets. Each dimension of the hashtag vector 

corresponds to a characteristic co-occurrence word with the hashtag from tweets. Here, words which 

often co-occur with the hashtag in tweets while they are less likely to be used in tweets with other 

hashtags are taken as characteristic co-occurrence words with the hashtag. To reflect this idea, we 

extend our PIOLog method and propose Probabilistic Inside-Outside Log method for Hashtag 

(PIOLogH) to detect characteristic co-occurrence word w with hashtag ht as follows: 
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where #Tweet(w  ht) gives the number of original tweets containing both w and ht. Original tweets 

are tweets posted by users excluding retweeted tweets. Since official retweet function does not allow 

users to revise tweet contents, hashtags in retweeted tweets could not reflect original ideas of hashtag 

usage of users. So these retweeted tweets are excluded here. TN is the total number of original tweets 

containing hashtags in our dataset. #Tweet(ht) is taken as the Inside part. Words which often co-occur 

with ht in tweets will get a large score in Equation 5, reflecting our first assumption. TN - #Tweet(ht) is 

taken as the Outside part. Words which are less likely to appear in tweets with other hashtags will get a 

small score in Equation 6, reflecting our second assumption. Words whose PIOLogH scores calculated 

in Equation 4 are large would be more likely to be characteristic co-occurrence words with the hashtag. 
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3.3  Detecting News-Topic-Related Hashtag Community 

To measure the relevance between the news topic and hashtags, we create the news topic vector and 

the hashtag vector. Top-n characteristic co-occurrence words with their PIOLog or PIOLogH scores 

which are larger than the rest are selected. Cosine similarity between the news topic vector and the 

hashtag vector is calculated to measure the relevance between news topic c related to the target word t 

and the hashtag ht as follows: 

)),(),(cos(),,(eHTRelevanc tcnvhthvtcht        (7) 

 nn nwnwtcnvhwhwhthv ,,),( and ,,)( 11       (8) 

where HTRelevance(ht, c, t) gives the relevance score between ht and c calculated by the cosine 

similarity between hashtag vector )(hthv  and news topic vector ),( tcnv .  

When a user uses a hashtag in his tweets to share contents about a news topic, some words related 

to the news topic would be used in his tweet. Also, when the hashtag is widely used by other users for 

that news topic, more words related to that news topic would be used in their tweets. Both of them will 

result in a high cosine similarity between )(hthv  and ),( tcnv . Hashtags which have large relevance 

scores with c are news-topic-related hashtags, and hashtag communities defined by these hashtags are 

news-topic-related hashtag communities.  

4     Finding News-Topic Oriented Influential Twitter Users 

In this section, we introduce our new methods to find content-based and authority-based influential 

Twitter users for news topics related to the target word. These two types of influential Twitter users 

could be found based on retweet and mention activities. Our methods to find influential Twitter users 

for a news topic are based on two assumptions: 

 More users a user gets retweeted/mentioned from, more influence the user would have. 

 A user has high influence if other users who retweet/mention him are influential. 

Based on these two assumptions, we extend the PageRank method and propose RetweetRank and 

MentionRank to measure the content-based and authority-based influences of Twitter users. 

4.1  RetweetRank: Finding Content-based Influential Twitter Users 

Hashtags which have high relevance scores with a news topic c detected in Section 3 are taken as 

news-topic-related hashtag set, which is denoted by Hc. Hashtag communities defined by these 

hashtags contain Twitter users who used any hashtag ht  Hc in their tweets.  A directed graph 

GRT(VRT, ERT) is created among these Twitter users based on their retweet activities. We refer to this 

retweet graph as GRT in this paper. VRT is the vertex set. It contains Twitter users who retweeted tweets 

or got retweeted by others in hashtag communities defined by hashtags in Hc. ERT is the edge set. If 

user ua retweets a tweet containing any ht  Hc from user ub, there is an edge between them, directing 

from ua to ub. 

RetweetRank uses a model of random surfer in GRT. The random surfer follows edges in ERT to 

visit the next Twitter user based on retweet activities of the former one. The random surfer would also 
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jump to any Twitter user with certain probability even if there is no edge between them. Unlike 

PageRank whose random surfer visits the next vertex uniformly, the random surfer of RetweetRank 

visits the next vertex based on user’s retweet activities and hashtag preference for c. In RetweetRank, 

the random surfer would be more likely to visit the next user whose tweets containing news-topic-

related hashtags are often retweeted by the former user, and these two users often use common 

hashtags for the news topic. We refer to the transition matrix of RetweetRank for a news topic c as ARR. 

The transition probability from ua to ub is calculated as follows: 
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where #RT(ua, ub | ht  Hc) gives the number of tweets ua retweeted from ub containing any ht  Hc. 

HSim(ua, ub) gives the similarity of hashtag preference between ua and ub. )(H iu is the hashtag 

preference vector of user ui. Each dimension of this vector is #Tweet(ui, htj), which is the normalized 

number of original tweets containing htj posted by ui. Similar hashtag preference of two users indicates 

similar interest of them for c. Transition probability between two users in retweet graph is large if one 

user often retweets tweets containing any ht  Hc from the other user, and two users have similar 

hashtag preference for c. Finally ARR is made to be stochastic so that sum of entries in each row equals 

one. 

4.2  MentionRank: Finding Authority-based Influential Twitter Users 

Similar assumptions are also applied to find authority-based influential Twitter users. A directed graph 

GMN(VMN, EMN) is created among users in news-topic-related hashtag communities based on user’s 

mention activities. We refer to this mention graph as GMN in this paper. VMN is the vertex set. It 

contains Twitter users who mentioned others or got mentioned by others in hashtag communities 

defined by hashtags in Hc. EMN is the edge set. If user ua mentions user ub in his tweets containing any 

ht  Hc, there is an edge between them, directing from ua to ub. 

MentionRank also uses the random surfer model in GMN. The random surfer visits the next user 

following edges between users. He would also jump to any user in GMN with certain probability 

without any edge. The random surfer of MentionRank would visit the next user based on mention 

activities of the former one. He would be more likely to visit the next user often mentioned by the 

former one than other users mentioned in fewer times. We refer to the transition matrix of 

MentionRank for a news topic c as AMR. The transition probability from ua to ub is defined as follows: 
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where #MN(ua, ub|ht  Hc) gives the number of original tweets containing any ht  Hc and 

mentioning ub by ua. Transition probability from ua to ub would be large if ua often mentions ub in 

tweets containing ht  Hc while ua is less likely to mention others. We do not consider hashtag 
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preference of users here because authority-based influential Twitter users are often mentioned due to 

their name value for the topic, not hashtags they use. AMR is also made to be stochastic so that sum of 

entries in each row equals one. 

4.3  Topic-Related Teleportation Vector 

To guarantee that the probability distribution in PageRank would converge to a steady state, a 

teleportation vector is introduced to make the transition matrix be irreducible and aperiodic [3]. Also, 

in our retweet and mention graphs, some pairs of Twitter users retweet/mention each other in a looping 

manner without retweeting/mentioning others. These user pairs accumulate influence scores without 

propagating their influence outside. To solve these problems, a teleportation vector is introduced to 

allow the random surfer to jump to vertices without an edge in a certain probability instead of 

travelling along edges of the graph. 

The random surfer in PageRank jumps to any vertex of the graph uniformly while it does not 

consider the relevance between vertices and the topic. Here we introduce a topic-related teleportation 

vector for all vertices (users) in retweet and mention graphs. It would make the random surfer be more 

likely to jump to the next user who is highly relevant to the news topic, making the final results more 

topic-sensitive. A user is highly relevant to a news topic c if he often posts tweets about c in news-

topic-related hashtag communities, and hashtags used by the user are highly relevant to c. Since users 

who are highly relevant to the news topic are interested in this topic, those tweets they retweeted are 

more valuable than tweets randomly retweeted by others, and Twitter users mentioned by them are 

more likely to have high authority on that news topic. This could help to find out content-based and 

authority-based influential Twitter users more effectively and completely. The teleportation vector 

cTV for a news topic c is defined as follows: 

MNRT1 Vor  V and ),(nceUserReleva,),,(nceUserReleva  iinc uucucuTV   (13)  

]1)H,(Tweetlog[#),,(eHTRelevanc
)H,(Tweet#

),(Tweet#
),(nceUserReleva
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where each dimension of 
cTV corresponds to a user in retweet/mention graph. The value of each 

dimension UserRelevance(ui, c) measures user’s relevance to c. HTRelevance(htj, c, t) is the relevance 

score between hashtag htj and c calculated in Section 3.3. #Tweet(ui, htj) gives the number of original 

tweets containing htj  Hc posted by ui. #Tweet (ui, Hc) gives the total number of original tweets posted 

by ui containing any ht  Hc. A user who is interested in the news topic c and often shares contents in 

news-topic-related hashtag communities would get a large relevance score in his dimension. The 

random surfer would be more likely to jump to him. Finally the teleportation vector is normalized to 

make the sum of dimension values to be one. 

4.4  Ranking Content-based and Authority-based Influential Twitter Users 

With transition matrices for retweet and mention graphs and topic-related teleportation vector defined, 

RetweetRank and MentionRank can be calculated by using power iteration method as follows: 

 ||)1((k)|| until )1()A( RR kRRRRTVdRRdRR cccc

T

c   (15) 
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 ||)1()(|| until )1()A( MR kMRkMRTVdMRdMR cccc

T

c   (16) 

where (ARR)
T
 is the transposed transition matrix for retweet graph. (AMR)

T
 is defined in the same way.  

cTV  is the teleportation vector for the news topic c calculated in Equation 13. d is the damping factor. 

Computations for RetweetRank vector 
cRR and MentionRank vector 

cMR are done iteratively. These 

two vectors would converge to stationary probability vectors until 1-norm of the residual vector is less 

than a predefined threshold . Finally, value in each dimension of 
cRR  or 

cMR  indicates a user’s 

content-based influence score in retweet graph, or his authority-based influence score in mention graph. 

5     Experiments and Evaluation 

5.1  Dataset Description 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our methods, news article dataset and news-related tweet dataset are 

prepared for the experiment by crawling news articles and news-related tweets concurrently. News 

article collection is shown in Figure 3(a). We collect news articles written in English from 96 news 

sites in 21 countries/regions every day. However, it is not easy to collect news-related tweets because it 

is difficult to decide whether one tweet relates to a news topic or not due to the length limitation of 

tweet. Our solution is to manually select 54 active Twitter accounts of news providers and collect 

tweets containing mentioned/tagged screen name of these accounts (e.g. @CNN, #CNN) by using 

Twitter Streaming API
c
. Then hashtags excluding tagged screen name of these news providers and 

used in more than 10 collected tweets are selected. These hashtags are used as queries to search for 

more tweets by using Twitter Search API
d
. At last we combine tweets collected from these two APIs to 

create the news-related tweet dataset. The whole procedure is shown in Figure 3(b). We select news 

articles and news-related tweets collected on October 11
th

, 2012 for our experiment. There are 6,868 

news articles and 1,496,420 news-related tweets collected on this day. Although there might be some 

other tweets related to news topics, collecting those tweets by using ordinary Information Retrieval 

technologies is no longer effective.  

5.2  Experimental Setup 

Collected news articles are parsed by TreeTagger [25] and Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (SNER) 

[8]. All nouns, proper nouns, foreign words, verbs, and adjectives are picked up to represent each news 

article under the Vector Space Model [24] as a term vector. Then all news articles are clustered into 

topics by using Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) [18] with a predefined similarity 

threshold of thnews. 

After user provides the target word, a news cluster is taken as a news topic related to the target 

word if more than half of its news articles contains the target word. Then PIOLog method in Section 

3.1 is used to detect characteristic co-occurrence words with the target word for the news topic. Top-n 

words with their PIOLog scores which are larger than the rest are selected to create the news topic 

vector. We refer to this news topic vector as ),(PIOLog tcnv . Words which are highly relevant to the 

                                                 
c
 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1/post/statuses/filter 

d
 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/using-search 
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                         (a). News article collection                (b). News-related tweet collection 

Figure 3 Experimental dataset collections 

news topic are selected in the news topic vector with large term weights. 

News-related tweets are also preprocessed. Firstly, non-English tweets from Twitter Search API 

and tweets having no hashtag or written by non-native English users whose language setting in their 

Twitter profile is not set to “en” are excluded. Also tweets from those 54 Twitter accounts of news 

providers are excluded. Secondly, original tweets are selected to create the hashtag vector. Retweeted 

tweets
e
 are not used to detect news-topic-related hashtags because Twitter users are not allowed to 

revise the tweet contents when they use the official “Retweet” function. Hashtags in these retweeted 

tweets could not reflect original ideas of Twitter users. But retweeted tweets would be used in 

RetweetRank later. Thirdly, we create hashtag communities by grouping Twitter users with their 

original tweets containing the same hashtag. After excluding tagged screen name of news providers 

and hashtags used in less than 50 tweets, 2,772 hashtags with corresponding hashtag communities are 

selected. On average, there are 363.32 tweets posted by 235.46 users for each hashtag. Tweets 

containing the same hashtag are parsed into terms by using TreeTagger and SNER while mentions, 

URLs, and hashtags are excluded. We use PIOLogH method proposed in Section 3.2 to detect/weight 

characteristic co-occurrence words for each hashtag. Top-n words with their PIOLogH scores which 

are larger than the rest are used to create the hashtag vector. We refer to it as )(PIOLogH hthv . For a news 

topic related to the target word, hashtags whose relevance scores calculated by Equation 7 are larger 

than a predefined threshold of thht are taken as news-topic-related hashtags, and hashtag communities 

defined by these hashtags are taken as news-topic-related hashtag communities. 

We also do several preliminary experiments to estimate parameters (thnews, n, sp, and thht). To 

estimate the value of thnews in news article clustering, 6,322 news articles are collected on October  9
th

, 

2012 for the preliminary experiment. We select five news topics and estimate the value of thnews based 

on average precision of these topics. We observe that average precision of these five news topics have 

a sharp decrease when thnews is below 0.26. So the value of thnews is set to 0.26. To estimate the value of 

n which is the number of dimensions of news topic vector and hashtag vector, we also select these five 

news topics and set n to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600. The value of n should be small to decrease 

computation while there should be little variation of detected hashtags when the value of n increases. 

                                                 
e
 Here, we take tweets which begin with “RT @username:” as retweeted tweets. 
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Table 1 Summary of news topics related to the target word 

ID Summary 

Target Word = “Obama” 

O1 U.S. presidential election 

Target Word = “Syria” 

S1 Syria crisis and conflictions 

Target Word = “game” 

G1 American Major League Baseball news 

G2 News for England football match 

 

So for each value of n (n > 200), we select top-100 detected hashtag list whose relevance scores 

calculated by Equation 7 are large and compare with the hashtag list detected when n is set to (n – 100). 

Variation of detected hashtag list is measured by the number of common hashtags and the Kendall’s 

Tau coefficient. As we observe that when the value of n is above 400, the number of common hashtags 

and the value of Kendall’s Tau coefficient reach high values and do not vary greatly. So the vector 

dimension (n) is set to 400. The value of sp and thht are estimated from our previous researches [30, 31]. 

Smoothing parameter sp is used to make the denominator of Equation 1 and 4 be nonzero. It should be 

small enough while detected words should be stable, not varying greatly for different values of sp with 

small interval. In [30], we range the value of sp from 0.01 to 0.1 with the interval of 0.01 and measure 

the variation of detected words along with the increase of sp. We also use the number of common 

words and the Kendall’s Tau coefficient to measure variation. We observe that detected words with 

their ranking orders reach a stable status after sp is above 0.05. We also observe the same situation in 

characteristic co-occurrence word detection from tweets. So the value of sp is set to 0.05. Datasets from 

[31] are used to estimate thht, which is the threshold for detecting news-topic-related hashtags. The 

value of thht ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 with the interval of 0.01. Mean Average Precision (MAP) of 

detected hashtags reaches a large value without great variation when thht is above 0.17. So thht is set to 

0.17 here. 

We choose “Obama”, “Syria”, and “game” as target words. News topics related to each target 

word are selected. Summaries of these topics are described in Table 1. There are four news topics 

selected. They are denoted by O1, S1, G1, G2, including two of them (G1 and G2) relate to the target 

word of “game”. After detecting hashtags which are relevant to each of these news topics, retweet 

graph GRT and mention graph GMN are created for each news topic among Twitter users in these news-

topic-related hashtag communities. Retweeted tweets and tweets containing mentions of other users are 

selected to create edges in GRT and GMN. Topic-related teleportation vector for each news topic are also 

created. The damping factor d is set to 0.85, the same value as in PageRank. The threshold  for 

stopping iteration is set to 0.00005 since it does not affect results too much. 

Table 2 shows detailed information about GRT and GMN for each news topic. |c| gives the number 

of news articles clustered into the news topic. |Hc| gives the number of news-topic-related hashtag 

communities. |VRT| and |VMN| show the number of vertices (users) in retweet and mention graphs 

respectively. |ERT| and |EMN| show the number of edges in these two graphs. RetweetRank and 

MentionRank are used in retweet and mention graphs of each news topic respectively. Twitter users 

whose RetweetRank scores or MentionRank scores are larger than the others are taken as content- 
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Table 2 Information about retweet and mention graphs for news topic c 

Topic |c| |Hc| |VRT| |ERT| |VMN| |EMN| 

O1 179 112 3691 6924 4307 6560 

S1 86 20 464 996 439 534 

G1 65 24 176 131 403 321 

G2 33 6 80 63 178 147 

 

based or authority-based influential Twitter users. 

5.3  Comparison with Related Methods 

In this section, we discuss related methods to detect characteristic co-occurrence words for news topics 

and hashtags. We also explain existing methods to find content-based and authority-based influential 

Twitter users. 

5.3.1  Comparison for characteristic co-occurrence word detection 

We compare newly proposed PIOLog and PIOLogH methods with TF-IDF, Jaccard coefficient and 

Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) [18]. Characteristic co-occurrence words should be query and topic 

dependent. Our methods could reflect this idea while TF-IDF can’t. Also, our method is asymmetric 

while Jaccard coefficient is symmetric. Whether word w1 is a characteristic co-occurrence word with 

word w2 and whether w2 is a characteristic co-occurrence word with w1 depend on the news topic, and 

they should be different in general. Other asymmetric methods like the Log Likelihood Ratio are often 

used for different purpose. For example, LLR is always used to detect word collocation, which is an 

expression consisting of two or more words that correspond to some conventional way of saying things 

(e.g. hot dog). However, our method is used to find two words often co-occurring because they are 

highly related due to a specific topic, not a conventional way of word using. 

To use TF-IDF in our experiment, we calculate the centroid vector of each news topic using TF-

IDF after all news articles are clustered into news topics. Top-n words whose TF-IDF scores are larger 

than the rest are selected to create the news-topic vector. We refer to it as ),(IDFTF tcnv  . Since TF-IDF 

can’t be applied directly to tweets containing the same hashtag, we also propose a variant of TF-IDF to 

weight words in these tweets. We refer to it as Term Frequency-Inverse Hashtag Frequency (TF-IHF). 

The calculation of TF-IHF is described as follows: 

},,,{HT ,)HT,(IHF),(TF),(IHFTF 1  ihthtwhtwhtw-     (17) 
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where w is the word from tweets containing the hashtag ht. HT is the hashtag set containing all 

hashtags from our news-related tweet set. nw,ht gives the number of times w appears in tweets 
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containing ht. #Tweet(w,hti) gives the number of tweets containing both word w and the hashtag hti. 

TF(w,ht) gives a high value to the word w often co-occurring with the hashtag ht. IHF(w,HT) gives a 

low value to w co-occurring with many other hashtags because this word might be generally more 

common than other words. TF-IHF value ranges from 0 to log(|HT|/2). Top-n words whose TF-IHF 

scores are larger than the rest are selected to create the hashtag vector. We refer to it as )(IHFTF hthv  . 

Jaccard coefficient is also revised to detect and weight words from news articles and tweets. To 

detect words for news topics, the Jaccard score of word w is calculated as follows: 

)()()(

)(

))((

)(
),,(Jaccard

ctwdfctdfwdf

ctwdf

ctwdf

ctwdf
ctw









   (20) 

where df (wtc) gives the number of news articles in the news topic c that contain both word w and 

target word t. df (w(tc)) gives the number of news articles containing w, or containing t and in c. We 

select top-n words whose Jaccard scores are larger than the rest and create the news topic vector. We 

refer to it as ),(Jaccard tcnv . Jaccard scores of words in tweets are calculated in a similar way. We also 

select top-n words from tweets containing the same hashtag to create the hashtag vector. We refer to it 

as )(Jaccard hthv . 

LLR is also extended in our experiment. For news topics, the null hypothesis is set as the 

occurrence of word w is independent of the target word t and the news topic c. Alternative hypothesis 

is set in opposite as w is dependent on t and c. These two hypotheses are described as below: 

))(|(P)|(P:H hypothesis Null 0 ctwpctw      (21) 

))(|(P)|(P:H hypothesis eAlternativ 211 ctwppctw    (22) 

LLR assumes a binomial distribution b(k; n, p) for each word in news articles, then the LLR score 

is calculated as follows: 

)H(L

)H(L
log2),,(LLR

1

0ctw        (23) 

)),();()((b)),();((b)L(H0 pctdfNctwdfwdfpctdfctwdf   (24) 

)),();()((b)),();((b)L(H 211 pctdfNctwdfwdfpctdfctwdf   (25) 

where L(H0) and L(H1) are probabilities of having df (w), df (tc), and df (wtc) observed under 

hypotheses H0 and H1 respectively. Top-n words with their LLR scores calculated by Equation 23 are 

selected to create the news topic vector. We refer to this news topic vector as ),(LLR tcnv . LLR scores 

of words from tweets could be calculated in a similar way. We also select top-n words from tweets 

containing the same hashtag to create the hashtag vector. We refer to this hashtag vector as )(LLR hthv . 

5.3.2  Comparison for finding content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users 

To find two types of influential Twitter users, comparisons with related methods are conducted. Other 

methods used to find these two types of influential Twitter users are described as follows: 
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(1). Tweet number. This method measures Twitter user’s influence based on the number of tweets 

posted by the Twitter user containing news-topic-related hashtags. More tweets posted by the user, 

more influential the user would be. 

(2). In-degree. This method measures Twitter user’s influence based on the number of times the 

Twitter user get retweeted/mentioned by others in retweet/mention graph. More times the user get 

retweeted/mentioned, more influential the user would be. 

(3). PageRank. This method measures Twitter user’s influence in retweet/mention graph by using 

PageRank algorithm. However, relevance between Twitter users and news topic is ignored in its 

teleportation vector. User’s retweet/mention preferences are not considered either when calculating 

transition probabilities. Larger the PageRank score of a user has, more influential the user would be. 

For ease of presentation, RetweetRank and MentionRank are denoted by RR and MR. Method 

using the number of posted tweets is denoted by TN. In-degree is denoted by IND and PageRank is 

denoted by PR. 

5.4  Evaluation 

In this section, we show our evaluation results for characteristic co-occurrence word detection. We also 

compare different methods to find content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users. 

5.4.1  Evaluation for characteristic co-occurrence word detection 

Since our purpose is to use characteristic co-occurrence words to detect news-topic-related hashtags, 

we compare the quality of results achieved by the same news-topic-related hashtag detection approach 

in Section 3.3 when input characteristic co-occurrence words are detected by different methods. The 

method whose detected words are topic-specific and more relevant to the news topic could help to 

detect hashtags which are more relevant to the news topic. 

For each news topic (O1, S1, G1 and G2), we set four experiments with different characteristic co-

occurrence word detection methods to detect news-topic-related hashtags. These four experiments are 

described as follows. 

 Exp. 1: )(),( PIOLogHPIOLog hthvtcnv  . Words from news topic vector are detected by PIOLog 

and words from hashtag vector are detected by PIOLogH. 

 Exp. 2: )(),( IHF-TFIDF-TF hthvtcnv  . Words from news topic vector are detected by TF-IDF and 

words from hashtag vector are detected by TF-IHF. 

 Exp. 3: )(),( JaccardJaccard hthvtcnv  . Words from news topic vector and hashtag vector are 

detected by Jaccard coefficient. 

 Exp. 4: )(),( LLRLLR hthvtcnv  . Words from news topic vector and hashtag vector are detected 

by Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR). 

In each experiment, top-n words whose scores are larger than the rest are selected to create news 

topic vector and hashtag vector. Methods which outperform others would rank those topic-specific 

informative words higher and hashtags detected by these methods should be more relevant to the news 

topic. 
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Table 3 News-topic-related hashtags from four experiments for O1 

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4 

romneyryan2012 dateline tcot romney 

politics libyagate teaparty p2 

tcot activismrocks tlot tcot 

election2012 debate2012 romneyryan2012 libyagate 

mitt2012 2012election p2 gop 

romney teamfollback romney2012 romneyryan2012 

romney2012 ia obama2012 mitt 

gop joebiden nobama politics 

p2 fourmoreyears ocra obama 

teaparty therealromney lnyhbt obama2012 

obama mostrecent politics debate 

debate rr2012 gop 2012election 

mittromney obamaisntworking mitt2012 etchasketch 

election nobama2012 obama mitt2012 

mitt etchasketch twisters election2012 

Highly relevant hashtags 

(HR) 

election2012, mitt2012, mittromney, romneyryan2012, romney, obama2012, 

debate2012, 2012election, romney2012 

Relevant hashtags (R) 

2012election, romney2012, mitt2012, mitt, teaparty, nobama, romneyryan2012, 

obama2012, politics, election2012, election, mittromney, debate, romney, gop, obama, 

joebiden, debate2012, fourmoreyears, therealromney, rr2012, obamaisntworking 

 

To evaluate results of four experiments, we ask two assessors to judge the relevance between 

detected hashtags and the news topic. To help our assessors better understand the news topic, they 

could search for any information if they need to make a proper decision. The whole procedure is 

shown as below. 

1. Two assessors are asked to read at least ten news articles which are carefully selected for each 

news topic so that these news articles can cover the main contents of the news topic to help 

them understand the news topic. 

2. Top-15 hashtags with largest similarities detected by each of four experiments are mixed to 

form a hashtag set for each news topic. Assessors judge the relevance of each hashtag in this 

set to the news topic on a three-point scale: highly relevant, relevant and irrelevant. They can 

use any tool (e.g. TagDef
f
 or Google) to find definitions of hashtags. 

3. For each news topic, hashtags which are judged as highly relevant by two assessors are 

defined as highly relevant hashtags. We also define relevant hashtags as those which are not 

judged as irrelevant by any assessor. Notice that highly relevant hashtags are a subset of 

relevant hashtags. 

For example, for the new topic of O1 about U.S. presidential election (Table 3), “#election2012” is 

judged as the highly relevant hashtag because tweets containing this hashtag mainly relate to the  

                                                 
f
 TagDef: http://tagdef.com/ 
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(a). Average P@HR curves   (b). Average P@R curves 

Figure 4 Average curves of four experiments 

presidential election. However, “#politics” which is often used to mark tweets about political issues is 

judged as relevant hashtag because it is not only for O1, but also other political topics. Hashtags like 

“#mostrecent” used for other purposes or news topics are judged as irrelevant hashtags. 

To evaluate performances of four experiments for these news topics, we use precision as the 

evaluation metric under two-levels: 

 Precision at highly relevance curve (P@HR curve): each point on this curve indicates the 

fraction of top-r detected hashtags that are highly relevant hashtags for the news topic. 

 Prevision at relevance curve (P@R curve): each point on this curve indicates the fraction of 

top-r detected hashtags that are relevant hashtags for the news topic. 

We range the value of r from 1 to 15. For example, in Table 3, there are two highly relevant 

hashtags (“romneyryan2012” and “election2012”) in top-4 detected hashtags from Exp. 1, so the 

P@HR when r = 4 is 0.5. P@R is calculated in the same way. Experiment whose P@HR and P@R 

curves locate higher than the others performs the best to detect news-topic-related hashtags. Methods 

used in this experiment outperform other methods for detecting characteristic co-occurrence words. 

For each experiment, we average P@HR and P@R curves of four news topics. Figure 4 (a) and (b) 

show the average P@HR curve (Ave_P@HR) and average P@R curve (Ave_P@R) for four 

experiments. As we can observe that curves of Exp. 1, using our newly proposed PIOLog and 

PIOLogH methods, locate higher than curves of other experiments. This indicates that hashtags 

detected in Exp. 1 are more relevant to the news topic than hashtags detected in other experiments. 

PIOLog and PIOLogH methods used in this experiment are more likely to detect characteristic co-

occurrence words for news topics and hashtags. Exp. 2 using TF-IDF with its variant as TF-IHF 

performs not well. As we have pointed out in the start of Section 3, TF-IDF is a query and topic 

independent method, which is not suitable for detecting characteristic co-occurrence words with the 

target word for a news topic. Also, TF-IHF does not consider the number of tweets containing both the 

word and the hashtag, which might bias towards words appearing many times in a few tweets. 

As we can also observe, asymmetric methods (LLR, PIOLog and PIOLogH) outperform 

symmetric method (Jaccard coefficient) in our experiments. As we have pointed out before, when we 

take two words be w1 and w2, whether w1 is a characteristic co-occurrence word with w2 and whether 

w2 is a characteristic co-occurrence word with w1 depend on the topic and they should be different in 

general. Asymmetric method could reflect this idea while symmetric method can’t. 
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(a). P@HR curve for O1    (b). P@R curve for O1 

   

(c). P@HR curve for G2    (d). P@R curve for G2 

Figure 5 P@HR and P@R curves for O1 and G2 

For asymmetric methods, PIOLog and PIOLogH methods still perform better than LLR though 

their average curves are close. LLR considers the appearance of word w is independent/dependent on 

the target word t or the hashtag ht that seems to be similar to our assumptions. However, LLR is still 

not suitable for detecting characteristic co-occurrence words. LLR is often used to detect word 

collocation, which is a different purpose compared with ours. Our characteristic co-occurrence word 

detection is to detect words strongly related to the target word due to a specific news topic, not as a 

grammar unit constantly. We also manually check results for each news topic and observe that our 

methods perform better than LLR in large news topics, but they perform very similar in small news 

topics. Figure 5 (a) – (d) show P@HR and P@R curves for news topic O1 and G2. There are 179 news 

articles in O1 and our methods (Exp. 1) outperform LLR (Exp. 4) in Figure 5 (a) and (b). However, for 

the news topic of G2 containing 33 news articles, their results are very similar in Figure 5 (c) and (d). 

This is because LLR is more appropriate for sparse data [18]. That is to say, characteristic co-

occurrence words co-occurring with the target word in news topics of small size are more likely to be 

detected by LLR while in large size of news topics, words co-occurring with the target word in less 

news articles are preferred by LLR. Although being appropriate for sparse data is an advantage of LLR 

to detect word collocation, it is a big disadvantage to detect characteristic co-occurrence words because 

characteristic co-occurrence words should co-occur with the target word in more news articles of the 

news topic. The same situation also happens for hashtags. This feature of LLR contradicts the 

definition of characteristic co-occurrence word. 
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Table 4 Content influential score manually assigned for content-based influential Twitter users of news topic c 

Score Description 

2 The user often posts tweets for c while most of them often get retweeted by many users. 

1 
The user posts many tweets for c while only part of them get retweeted. 

The user’s tweets for c get retweeted while his tweets for other topics get retweeted more times. 

0 
The user posts tweets unrelated to c. 

The user’s tweets for c do not interest others. 

Table 5 Authority influential score manually assigned for authority-based influential Twitter users of news topic c 

Score Description 

2 
The user’s tweets are highly trustable for c. 

The user is highly relevant to c in the real world 

1 
The user is supported by some users about c. 

The user has high authority on other related topics while he also posts tweets for c. 

0 
The user posts tweets unrelated to c. 

The user’s tweets are ignored by most of users.  

 

5.4.2  Evaluation for finding content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our newly proposed RR and MR, we apply TN, IND, PR, and RR to 

the retweet graph of each news topic to find content-based influential Twitter users. We also apply TN, 

IND, PR, and MR to mention graph of each news topic to find authority-based influential Twitter users. 

To evaluate content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users found by different methods 

for the news topic c, we select top-15 Twitter users from each method and ask two assessors to 

manually assign content influential score or authority influential score for each user on a three-point 

scale. Definitions of the content influential score and authority influential score are described in Table 

4 and Table 5. Table 6 gives examples of top-15 content-based and authority-based influential Twitter 

users found by RR and MR for news topic O1. For example, for content-based influential Twitter users, 

@PatDollard is assigned a content influential score of 2 by both assessors. That’s because he is a 

famous Twitter user who often shares his opinions about the presidential election and attracts many 

others who often retweeted his tweets, especially Republican supporters. @Norsu2 posted many tweets 

about the news topic while only some of them got retweeted by a few users. He is assigned a score of 1 

for his content influential score. @redostoneage posted a huge amount of tweets about O1 while few of 

them got retweeted by others. He is more likely to be a robot rather than an ordinary Twitter user. So 

he is assigned a content influential score of 0. For authority-based influential Twitter users, 

@MittRomney is assigned an authority influential score of 2 because it is the verified Twitter account 

of presidential election nominee from Republican Party. @rotolo is a professor from Syracuse 

University whose major is Information Science. Although his major is different from the news topic, 

assessors still assign him an authority influential score of 1 because he has a high social position and 

his tweets about O1 are still reliable. Other users who posted unrelated tweets are assigned zero. 

After assessors finish assigning scores for all users, we calculate the Discounted Cumulative Gain 

(DCG) [11] of top-15 users found by each method. The DCG is calculated as follows: 
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Table 6 Top-15 Content-based and authority-based Twitter users found by RR and MR for news topic O1 

 RR MR 

 screen_name screen_name 

1 @PatDollard @MittRomney 

2 @LeftsideAnnie @PaulRyanVP 

3 @PaulRyanVP @MarthaRaddatz 

4 @NETRetired @140elect 

5 @maxnrgmike @AC360 

6 @BlueDuPage @edshow 

7 @NathanHale1775 @rotolo 

8 @redostoneage @InesMergel 

9 @Norsu2 @andersoncooper 

10 @CoffeeBean26 @rickklein 

11 @ConNewsNow @jonkarl 

12 @chasepolitics @FlakeforSenate 

13 @retfado @GOP 

14 @Conservativeind @cspan 

15 @DarrellIssa @DarrellIssa 

 





15

2 2

115
log

DCG
i

i

i

score
score        (26) 

where scorei is the averaged content influential score or authority influential score manually assigned 

by assessors for the i-th user. DCG value ranges from 0 to 13.223. It considers not only user’s 

influential scores, but also their ranking position. Method whose DCG value is larger could rank users 

often posting valuable tweets or having high authority on the news topic higher and outperform other 

methods whose DCG values are small. 

Before showing evaluation results, someone may think that tweets posted by authority-based 

influential Twitter users may also be valuable and get retweeted many times because these tweets are 

highly trustable. However, as we can observe in Table 6, there are few users which are taken as both 

content-based and authority-based influential Twitter users. That’s because most of tweets posted by 

authority-based influential Twitter users often concern the latest evolvement of the news topic while 

tweets from content-based influential Twitter users are more opinionated and more likely to attract 

user’s interest since users in Twitter often share opinions on variety of topics and discuss current issues 

[22]. 

Evaluation results are shown in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b). As we can observe, DCG15 values of 

RR and MR for these news topics are larger than the others in most cases, which means RR and MR 

outperform other related methods. TN performs the worst compared with other methods, which means 

the number of tweets posted by the user is not a good indicator for his influence because these tweets 

might be ignored by his followers. IND seems to be reasonable to measure the influence. However, 

notice that retweet and mention are often used for campaigns, e.g. marketing campaign, in Twitter to 

gain reputation. These retweets/mentions are not suitable for measuring user’s influence. Also, IND 
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(a) DCG for content-based influential Twitter users          (b) DCG for authority-based influential Twitter users 

Figure 6 DCG for top-15 content-based/authority-based influential Twitter users about four news topics 

ignores link structure among users. The link structure of user’s retweet/mention activities is helpful to 

find influential Twitter users, which has been proved by better performances of PR, RR, and MR. 

Newly proposed RR and MR outperform PR because they consider user’s retweet/mention preference 

for the topic and user’s topic relevance. PR ignores these, causing negative affection to its results. 

As we can also observe that RR and MR are not always better than the others in some cases. One 

explanation for this is that due to the rate limit of Twitter API, it is hard to collect all tweets related to 

news topics. For some news topics, vertices (users) in GRT and GMN are not well connected. For 

example, in retweet graph of G1, the average in-degree of vertex is 0.744, which is the lowest in all 

retweet and mention graphs. This means that users are not well connected. RR does not perform better 

than IND in this retweet graph. However, RR and MR give better results in other graphs having higher 

average in-degree per vertex. 

6     Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed RetweetRank and MentionRank to find content-based and authority-based 

influential Twitter users from hashtag communities which are relevant to a news topic searched by an 

input target word. As basic components of our research, we proposed PIOLog and PIOLogH methods 

to detect/weight characteristic co-occurrence words with the target word/hashtag from news 

articles/tweets. News-topic-related hashtags with corresponding hashtag communities are detected 

based on these characteristic co-occurrence words. For users in news-topic-related hashtag 

communities, RetweetRank and MentionRank are used to find content-based and authority-based 

influential Twitter users for the news topic. Experimental results showed that our PIOLog and 

PIOLogH methods are more likely to detect characteristic co-occurrence words for news topics and 

hashtags. Newly proposed RetweetRank and MentionRank could find two types of influential Twitter 

users from news-topic-related hashtag communities and outperform other related methods. 

In the future, we are planning to improve our data collection method. More tweets related to news 

topics should be collected within the rate limit of Twitter API. Also, not only news topics, but also 

other topics discussed by Twitter users should be considered. After we manually checked contents of 

some tweets posted by influential Twitter users, we found that tweets posted by some users, especially 

content-based influential Twitter users, are highly opinionated and are strongly supported/opposed by 

other Twitter users. Mining opinions from tweets posted by influential Twitter users could help us 
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understand why some opinions are popular and widely accepted, which is another research direction 

we are considering. 
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